We report the analysis of branched manifolds through homologies, in order to extend the range of applicability of the topological approach to the analysis of human speed data. Analytic and experimental cases are discussed. [S0031-9007(99) 
layered way, an object built by properly gluing pieces which locally approximate the original set under study. In order to perform this description, we first group together the approximating pieces according to their dimensionality [the disks ͑k 2͒, the segments ͑k 1͒, etc.]. Then, we construct a map ≠ which, when applied to an approximating Euclidean piece of dimension k, returns its faces (of dimension k 2 1). For example, the application of the map to a segment returns its end points.
This map, in a matrix representation, contains all the information needed to perform the layered description of our caricature of the object under study. The reader unfamiliar with topology can find a justification of the procedure in texts such as [6] . It requires one to (1) build, for each dimension k, a matrix representation of the ≠ map. If the higher dimensionality of an approximating patch is two, as in the cases discussed in this manuscript, we need to build three matrices, since k 0, 1, and 2. (2) Compute (for each k) the linearly independent rows of the matrix. Let us denote this set of vectors as B k . (3) Compute (for each k) the null space of the transpose of the matrix, and let us call this set Z k . (4) Express the elements of B k in terms of the elements of Z k . If a vector in B k can be written as a difference of two vectors in Z k , we call these vectors equivalent. (5) Append to a set which we will call H k , the inequivalent vectors in Z k . The sets defined above can be dressed with a group structure. The B z , Z k , and H k are known as the k-border, k-cycle, and k-homology groups in topology. For objects made of up to two-dimensional patches, the H k groups denote (a) H 0 : how many connected components the object is made of; (b) H 1 : how many inequivalent loops the object can sustain; and (c) H 2 : how many cavities the object encloses.
The importance of branched manifolds in dynamical systems is largely due to their ability to help us understand the geometric mechanisms that are responsible for the observed behavior [3, 4] . Yet, a conjectured manifold could be accepted only as a model for a flow after periodic orbits were obtained from the data under analysis and characterized in terms of how they are knotted. This limits the applicability of the method: In dimensions higher than three, knots fall apart. Moreover, small data sets might not provide us with many segments of trajectories to approximate periodic solutions. Our new approach will let us describe the geometric mechanisms mentioned above in these new situations.
The branched manifold displayed in Fig. 1 is compatible with the stretching and folding present in the suspension of a horseshoe map [7] [8] [9] [10] . We performed in this branched manifold an explicit cell decomposition that we used to compute its homology,
The meaning of the three one loops applied by the H 1 homology group can be visualized from Fig. 1 . The first loop is placed within the disk, the second one is a loop that visits the handle glued to the external part of the disk, while the last one lives in the second handle.
As mentioned above, our approach towards describing an invariant set (from an embedded time series) consists of decomposing it in building blocks, and keeping track of the gluing prescriptions that are necessary to assemble them. Those building blocks are cells, i.e., sets which are homeomorphic to the interiors of n disks. Hence, one basically needs to select a sufficiently large number of points which can be used as centers of disks enclosing their neighbors, so that every point in the invariant set under study is within at least one cell [5] . We arbitrarily chose the first point, and then sort the rest of them according to their distance to it. A criterion is chosen in order to define the largest radius such that the points enclosed in the set are good approximations to an ndimensional Euclidean set. Then, all those points are labeled with an index that indicates the cell they belong to. Successive centers are chosen separated as much as possible from the previously chosen ones, until every point in the invariant set under study is in at least one cell. In this way, we assign a set of integers to each point of the set under study, which indicates the set of cells that the point belongs to. In order to decide whether a point belongs to a given cell, we inspect the singular values of the matrix [5] ,
with i 1, 2, . . . , N (N is the number of points under inspection) and j 1, 2, . . . , n (with n the phase space dimension). The ͑x 0,1 , x 0,2 , . . . , x 0,n ͒ are the coordinates of the centers of our cells, and the ͑x i,1 , x i,2 , . . . , x i,n ͒ denote the coordinates of the other N points in the file under analysis, in order of increasing distance from the center. For different values of N, we obtain different sets of singular values. The choice of the criterium that defines the size of the cells is somewhat arbitrary. For example, one can define a two-dimensional cell as a set of points in which the singular values of X are such that the third largest one is smaller than a given fraction of the second largest one. Once we decide which points belong to each cell, we explicitly build the faces of each one. For a given cell, this is done by selecting points that belong to its intersections with neighbor cells. The first two different points that are indexed with a given pair of integers m 1 , m 2 are taken as representatives of the intersections between the cells indexed with m 1 and m 2 . One representative point is chosen for each intersection between three or more cells. Once a list of cells and borders is obtained, we manipulate the boundary maps with a symbolic code written using MATHEMATICA that follows the steps mentioned above.
We tested our procedures with experimental data. The file we analyze contains a speech signal, i.e., a time series data which contains time variations of the air pressure produced by a speaker. The speech signals are stationary within sufficiently short amounts of time, of the order of 50 msec. Over larger amounts of time, the signal features change dramatically, reflecting the different sounds being spoken [11] . The physical mechanisms that are involved are well understood. The lungs act to excite the vocal mechanism. When the vocal cords in the larynx are tense, the air through them causes a vibration (in a mode similar to a relaxation oscillation) that produces what is known as a voiced sound. Both in English and in Spanish, vowels are interesting sounds with well-defined spectral features that result from exciting the fixed vocal tract with pulses (produced by the vocal cords). The analysis of speech time series data is rather complex. Some sounds are intrinsically complex, as they involve turbulent motion of the air flow through relaxed cords and a constriction in the vocal tract. As mentioned before, even the sounds with a well-defined spectral content, such as voiced vowels, are not trivial: The positions, shapes, and sizes of the articulations involved are not tuned by knobs in a laboratory. In different regimes, the glottis and the vocal tract interact in different ways. In some cases, the vocal tract filters only the vocal fold oscillations. In others, acoustic pressures from the vocal tract are fed back into the glottis, giving rise to complex pressure variations. Our study of a small toy data file aims at building quantities of a geometrical nature from small data sets, to compare the data with the predictions of eventual models. As we already discussed, one of the limitations of the topological approach to data analysis is the necessity of obtaining a reasonable set of approximations to different periodic orbits that coexist with the trajectory under study. In the case of the voiced sounds, this condition will never be satisfied. For this reason, we decided to test our codes within this scenario.
In Fig. 2(a) we display time fluctuations of the pressure as the vowel "a" is pronounced in Spanish, as part of the word "casa," embedded in a three-dimensional environment. Its time-delay embedding is displayed in Fig. 2(b) . The file that we analyze contains 1183 points corresponding to t ഠ 0.147 s (the measurements are taken at 8000 samples per sec). We proceed as in the previous cases: First, we build a number of cells that locally approximate the data. Figure 2 (c) displays a set of 12 cells properly glued constituting a complex equivalent to the original data. Labeling the vertices of the cells, we get the cell structure displayed in Table I . This leads to the following set of homology groups describing the complex:
where the three loops that exist (according to
We already encountered this geometrical structure previously. The reconnection of two branches in a central disk that are implied by the tables above suggests that there might be an interesting dynamical organization behind this experimental data: a saddle focus that expels the flow along an unstable manifold to receive it back in a fast reinjection. This should be an important point to take into account in the understanding of the physical mechanism of voiced sounds, as it denounces a typical nonlinear effect. The correspondence between the embedded trajectory of our toy example and a branched manifold cannot be taken as an indication of chaoticity. Yet, it provides a global description of the way in which the phase space should be mapped into itself under the action of the correct model equations. In other words, the "a" vowel remained describable in terms of a disk with handles, but the number of handles ͑H 1 ͒ could change. A topological approach to the analysis of complex (yet deterministic) data allows us to build quantities to be used in the refutation or validation of models. In this work, we describe branched manifolds through homologies. This allows us to study situations in which the data files are necessarily small, like the ones reported here (the method does not rely on the characterization of periodic orbits). Note that adding noise in the signal will require higher dimensional cells to approximate the object under study, but "uniformly" filled (with no cavities or holes), and therefore the homological description is not expected to change. This remark will no longer be valid as soon as the noise level is comparable to the sizes of holes and cavities of the noise-free system. Yet, systematic work in that direction is needed. The use of homologies for the branched manifold (instead of knot theoretical quantities for the orbits) allows us to qualitatively extend the range of applicability of the existing topological techniques to higher dimensional cases [12] .
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